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Abbreviations 
 

C consonant 

F features 

intrans intransitive verb 

S segment 

son sonorant 

SR surface representation 

struct. structure 

trans transitive verb 

UR underlying representation 

V vowel 

3pS third person singular 

 identical 

 syllable 

$/. syllable break 

# word break 

» primary stress 

« secondary stress 

 null 

 becomes 

/ in the environment  

_____ the position the segment occupies 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

The Ramoaaina language is spoken by about 10 000 people living on the Duke of York Islands in the East New 
Britain Province of Papua New Guinea (see map in Appendix C). It is an Austronesian language, belonging to 
the Meso-Melanesian cluster, in the South New Ireland/ N.W Solomonic network. It is most closely related to 
Kandas of New Ireland, but also closely related to Tolai of East New Britain. 

The data used for this paper is taken from the dialect spoken on the main island, and mainly from Molot village. 
We have been working in the language for about 8 years at the time of writing this paper, and we are thankful to 
the people of Molot who have helped us learn the language. Just about every person in the village has been a 
language informant. 

In this paper we want to cover the basics of the phonology of the language. No one area of the language has 
been studied in depth. Our aim is to form a basis for the orthography. The major areas examined in this paper 
are the syllable, where we will talk about vowel sequences and stress patterns; and morphophonemics. 

In our research for this paper we have also referred to the following books written on the language: A Grammar 
and Dictionary of the Duke of York language by George Brown and Benjamin Danks 1882, and A Short 
Comparison of the Alphabets of English, Tolai and Duke of York  by Dean Moore (SIL) and Gamaliel ToPidik. 
Also see the bibliography. 

2.  PHONEMES 

In this section we will introduce the phonemes of the language. 

2.1 Consonants 

There are 13 consonants in the language as follows: 

                bilabial alveolar velar   

plosive  p t k   

 b d g   

fricative  s    

trill  r     

lateral approximate  l    

nasal m n N   

/w/ voiced labio-velar approximant 

All consonants can occur in word initial positions and in word medial positions if they are syllable initial. There 
are no consonant clusters within a syllable, only across a syllable boundary. 

2.1.1 Plosives 

Consider the following data: 

  

 1) a. [pir] ‘speak’ [bir] ‘sting’ 
b. [up´] ‘wipe’ [ub´] ‘scrape’ 
c. [turtur] ‘stand’ [durdur] ‘dirty’ 
d. [k´tuk|] ‘fall’ [k´duk|] ‘maybe’ 
e. [kåw´] ‘ant’ [gåw´] ‘sprouting coconut’ 
f. [oko] ‘spoon out’ [ogo] ‘hit musical instrument’ 
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In the above examples we can see that voiced plosives contrast with their voiceless counterparts in word initial 
position, intervocalically, and following another consonant. We could call all of the above environments 
syllable initial position. 

The voiced plosives do not occur in syllable final position. 

Consider the following data: 

 2) a. [l´mir´] ‘scatter’ 
b. [l´ml´mir´] ‘scatter repeatedly’ 

 3) a. [ruk|] ‘enter’ 
b. [ruk|ruk|] ‘enter repeatedly’ 

 4) a. [t´bår´] ‘give’ 
b. [t´p|t´bår´] ‘give repeatedly’ 

 5) [k´t|k´dimu] ‘burnt’ 

 6) [p´k|p´gur] ‘thunder’ 

When words are reduplicated according to the initial CVC pattern, we can see that voiced plosives become 
devoiced, giving a neutralization of contrast in syllable final position.  Voiceless plosives are unreleased in 
syllable final position. 

Now consider the following data: 

 7) a. [burut|] ‘fear’ 
b. [k´tuk|] ‘fall’ 
c. [råp|] ‘all’ 

From the above examples we can see that word final plosives are voiceless and unreleased. We have no 
examples in our data of word-final voiced plosives, adding further evidence that in syllable-final and word-final 
positions a devoicing of plosives occurs. 

Now consider the following data: 

8) English  Ramoaaina  Tok Pisin 
a. ‘road’  [rot|]   rot 
b. ‘bread’  [beret|]   bret 
c. ‘bag’  [bek|]   bek 
d. ‘plywood’ [p´låiwut|]  plaiwut 

In the above examples we can see that in English loan words word-final plosives become devoiced. In Tok Pisin 
too, this devoicing occurs, and that presents us with a complicating factor, as we cannot know whether these 
loan words came into the Ramoaaina language straight from English or whether they came via Tok Pisin, 
having already had the word-final plosive modified. 

We can, however, postulate the following rule: 

Rule: Plosive neutralization of contrast (Neut) 

    C          [-voice] / _____$ 

[-son] [-release]  

Plosive Neutralization of Contrast Rule: A plosive is voiceless and unreleased in syllable final position. 

We can see this clearly in a derivation: 

UR: t´b+t´bår´ ruk+ruk 

Neut. t´p|.t´.bå.r´ ruk|.ruk| 

SR: [t´p|t´bår´] [ruk|ruk|] 

 ‘give repeatedly’ ‘enter repeatedly’ 
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2.1.2 Other consonants 

The nasal phonemes /m,n,N/ and the liquid phonemes /r,l/ occur in word initial, word medial and word final 
positions. The fricative /s/ also occurs in all these positions, but only in loan words. Some older people who are 
not so used to Tok Pisin replace /s/ with [t] e.g. [top]  ‘soap’. The approximant /w/ only occurs in word initial 
position and intervocalically. 

2.2 Vowels 

These are the vowel phonemes: 

 front central back 

high i  u 

mid e ´ o 

low  å  

All vowels can occur in word initial, medial and final positions. 

2.3 Tone and Length 

Neither tone nor length are phonemic in the Ramoaaina language. 

3. SYLLABLES 

3.1 Stress 

3.1.1 Primary Stress 

Primary stress marks the syllable that carries prominence. We will now look at how we can assign primary 
stress to syllables. 

Consider the following data: 

 9)  
a. [lim»ån´] ‘his hand’ 
b. [»måri] ‘love’ 
c. [n´»nå] ‘mummy’ 
d. [»åkåkur] ‘story’ 
e. [»tåmån] ‘village’ 
f. [we»lår] ‘like’ 

In the above examples we can see that the vowel [å] attracts stress. When there are more than one [å] in a word 
, the stress falls on the first one. 

Now consider the following data: 

 10) a. [»buk´] ‘walking stick’ 
b. [m´rm´»rek] ‘pale’ 
c. [b´»boto] ‘dark’ 
d. [m´»go] ‘stale’ 
e. [k´»bur] ‘play’ 
f. [»tub´l] ‘smoke’ 
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From the above examples we can see that the vowel [´] repels stress. 

Consider the following data: 

 11) a. [»teNlik] ‘my brother’ 
b. [mi»noN] ‘decoration’ 
c. [k´»nom] ‘swallow’ 
d. [m´l´»l´r] ‘picture’ 
e. [»tuldi] ‘three’ 
f. [t´pt´»buN] ‘my grandchildren’ 

From the above examples we can see that a closed syllable attracts stress if there is no [å] in the word to attract 
it. A closed syllable with [´] as the nucleus can only attract stress if there are no other vowels in the word.. 
When there are more than one closed syllable in a word, the stress falls on the first one. 

Consider the following data: 

  12) a. [»poNo] ‘explode’ 
   b. [»koku] ‘don’t’ 
   c. [»kuro] ‘pot’ 
   d. [»´n´] ‘his (food)’ 
   e. [»tubu] ‘fat’ 
   f. [»bene] ‘net’ 

In the above examples we can see that stress falls on the first syllable if none of the above factors affects it. We 
can conclude that stress is predictable in the Ramoaaina language. To predict it we need to make a hierarchy of 
syllable strength, as follows: 

 strong  (C)V1(C)  

   (C)V2C 

   (C)V2 

   (C)V3C 

weak  (C)V3 

In the above hierarchy V1 stands for the vowel [å],V3 for the vowel  [´], and V2 for all other vowels. 

Rule: Stress Assignment (Str) 

          [+stress] / [+strong] 

 

Stress Assignment rule: Stress is always assigned to the strongest syllable. If syllables have equal strength, 
stress is assigned to the first one. 

Let’s try this out in some derivations: 

UR limån´ buk´ teNlik m´l´l´r ´n´ 

(C)V1(C) li»mån´ -- -- -- -- 

(C)V2C -- -- »teNlik -- -- 

(C)V2 -- »buk´ -- -- -- 

(C)V3C -- -- -- m´l´»l´r -- 

(C)V3 -- -- -- -- »´n´ 

SR li»mån´ »buk´ »teNlik m´l´»l´r »´n´ 

 ‘his hand’ ‘walking stick’ ‘my brother’ ‘picture’ ‘his (food)’ 
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We have some words that do not fit this pattern.  These words all have the two weakest syllables in them; CV3C 
and CV3. See the following examples: 

  

  13) a. [»n´mJ´n] ‘sweet’ 
   b. [t´»l´NW´n] ‘tired’ 
   c. [»t´bW´n] ‘woman’ 
   d. [k´»tJ´n] ‘coagulated’ 

In the above examples we can see that in the words [»n´mJ´n] , [t´»l´NW´n] and [»tabW´n] the stress falls on an 
open syllable, even though there  is a closed syllable in each word, and according to our rule it is the closed 
syllable that should be stressed. We can also see that in example d. it is the closed syllable that is stressed, as we 
would expect from our rule. We will try to explain this by saying that the complex consonants belong to both 
syllables and have the syllable break in the middle of them.  As this does not apply to the complex consonant in 
d. [tJ] we will assume that it only applies to [+voice] consonants. As there is very little data, we will leave this 
as a tentative rule. 

In our data we also have another word that doesn’t follow the stress rules: 

 14) [»m´ge] ‘sun’ 

As this is the only word we have found where the stress falls on [´] even though there is another vowel in the 
word, we will leave this word as an exception. 

 

3.1.2 Secondary Stress 

Secondary stress falls on every second syllable either way from the syllable which carries the primary stress, as 
follows: 

 15) a. [«m´l´»l´r] ‘picture’ 
b. [«ten´»lik] ‘his brother’ 
c. [»åkå«kur] ‘story’ 

3.2 Syllable Structure 

Let’s look at syllable structure in Ramoaaina. Consider the following examples: 

 16) [i] ‘he’ [u] ‘you’ 

 17) [bi] ‘barren’ [lo] ‘carry’ 

 18) [top] ‘wave’ [mår] ‘hundred’ 

 19) [um] ‘hit’ [ip] ‘peel’ 

In the above examples we can see the following syllable patterns: V, CV, CVC, VC. We can see that the V slot 
can be filled by a single vowel. 

3.2.1 Diphthongization 

Now consider the following data: 

 20) a. [tåNåÉi] ‘mountain’ 
b. [luÉi] ‘chase it’ 
c. [tåÉu] ‘malay apple , laulau’ 
d. [kåÉeN] ‘hat’ 
e. [måÉit] ‘island’ 
f. [peÉulik] ‘darling’ 
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In the above examples we can see that the V-slot in the syllable can be filled by two vowels. The two vowels 
together share the time and the prominence in the syllable nucleus as one single vowel. In the examples above 
we can see that the second vowel in the sequence is higher than the first, or if they are both high the first vowel 
is [u] and the second is [i]. We can now postulate the following tentative rule: 

(C)V1 V2(C) 

 

       

  (C)   V    V (C) 

Condition: V2 is higher than V1, or V1  is [u] and V2 is [i]. 

Rule: In a sequence of two vowels where the second vowel is higher than the first vowel, or where they are both 
high and the first one is [u] and the second one is [i], the two vowels share one syllable nucleus. 

Now consider the following data: 

 21) a. [Ju] ‘yes’ 
b. [Jok] ‘long’ 
c. [Wåt] ‘stone’ 
d. [m´J´] ‘yes’ 
e. [åW´] ‘what’ 

In example (21) a we can see that in word initial vowel sequences where the first vowel is [i] and the second is 
[u], the [i] becomes non-syllabic. 

In examples (21) b-c we can see that in vowel sequences that occur word initially, if the first vowel is high it 
becomes non-syllabic. This high vowel becomes the onset of the syllable, and these syllables then fit the CV or 
CVC pattern. 

In examples d-e we can see that in a sequence of three vowels, if the middle vowel is high it becomes non-
syllabic. This high vowel becomes the onset of the second syllable, for example /m´i´/   [m´.J´] and the 
syllables conform to a CV pattern which is the preferred pattern. 

We can postulate the following tentative rule: 

           V 

  #   [+high] 

    V    [-syllabic]   / V _____  [-back] 

[+high]    [-high]         V 

       [-high] 

Rule: A high vowel becomes non-syllabic word initially before a non-high vowel or between two non-high 
vowels. A high front vowel becomes non-syllabic word initially before a high back vowel. 

In considering examples (21) d-e we found that in a sequence of three vowels if the middle vowel is high it 
becomes non-syllabic, and the onset of the second syllable. However, a sequence of three vowels where the 
middle vowel is high and the other two are lower also fills the conditions of our tentative rule under example 
(20), which would diphthongize this high vowel and the preceeding lower vowel. So, we need to modify this 
rule as follows: 

Rule: Diphthongization  (Dip) 

(C)V1 V2                / ______  # 

 (C)    V      V                 C 
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Condition: V2  is higher than V1 or V1  is [u] and V2  is [i]. 

Diphthongization Rule: In a sequence of two vowels where the second one is higher than the first, or the 
first is [u] and the second is [i], and this sequence is either preceeding a word break or a consonant, then the two 
vowels will become a diphthong and share the nucleus of one syllable. 

Now consider the following paradigm: 

 22)  ‘at’ ‘to’ 
a. [iå] [uå] ‘over there’ 
b. [inåN´] [unåN´] ‘up there’ 

We can see that the examples in (30) behave differently from those in (21). We can also see that there is a 
morpheme break between the two vowels in the above examples. The morpheme ‘at’ is [i],and the morpheme 
‘to’ is [u]. These morphemes retain their syllabicity, i.e. [i.å] and [u.å]. We can now modify the tentative rule 
after examples (21), as follows: 

Rule:Vocalic Onset  (VOn) 

           V 

  #   [+high] 

    V    [-syllabic]   / V _____  [-back] 

[+high]    [-high]         V 

       [-high] 

Condition: No morpheme break between  high vowel and non-high vowel. 

Vocalic Onset Rule: A high vowel becomes non-syllabic word initially before a non-high vowel or a high 
back vowel, or between two non-high vowels. This does not apply if there is a morpheme break between the 
high vowel and the following non-high vowel. 

3.2.2 Palatalization and Labialization 

Now consider the following data: 

 23) a. [l´kW´] ‘feather’ 
b. [dJ´t] ‘they’ 
c. [bWål] ‘bush’ 
d. [bJå] ‘aimlessly’ 
e. [pWå] ‘shine’ 

In the above examples we can see that the initial high vowel in a vowel sequence is realized as palatalization or 
labialization on the preceding consonant; i.e. l´ku´  [l´kW´]. 

Now consider the following data: 

 24) a. [pi´] ‘ground’ 
b. [pio] ‘nest’ 
c. [bi´] ‘shark’ 
d. [bu´] ‘betel nut’ 
e. [li´] ‘nit’ 
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In the above examples we can see that the initial high vowel in a vowel sequence maintains its syllabicity and 
the vowel sequence forms the nuclei of two syllables; i.e. pi´  pi.´. There are no morpheme breaks to 
account for the two syllables. In all of the above examples, the vowel sequence follows a consonant and 
preceeds a word break, and the second vowel is never [å]. So in our rule we will need to take this into account, 
so that palatalization or labialization does not apply in this environment. 

We can now postulate the following rule: 

Rule: Palatalization and Labialization  (PalLab) 

C V V  C V

      

b i å  bJ å 

 

     ________     V      C 

        Ci  CJ   [-high] 

Cu  CW /              V _________     V 

     [-high] 

    _________    [å] 

 

Palatalization and Labialization Rule: A consonant preceeding a high vowel becomes labialized or 
palatalized (i.e. with the same point of articulation as the vowel) in the following environments: 

a. preceding a non-high vowel which is not word final; 

b. following a vowel and preceding a non-high vowel; 

c. preceding the vowel [å]. 

A consonant preceding h,becomes palatalized, e.g. [bJå], and a consonant preceding  t becomes labialized, e.g 
[l´kW ´]. 

In every sequence of two vowels where the vowels are not diphthongized or where one of the vowels is not 
desyllabified, they each remain the nucleus of a syllable. 
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Let’s look at these rules for vowel sequences in some derivations: 

UR di´t iok pi´ tåu åu´ biå 

Dip -- -- -- tåÉu -- -- 

VOn -- Jok -- -- åW´ -- 

LabPal dJ´t -- -- -- -- bJå 

CVC-struct. CVC CVC CV$V CV V$CV CV 

SR [dJ´t] [Jok] [pi´] [tåÉu] [åW´] [bJå] 

 ‘they’ ‘long’ ‘ground’ ‘Malay 
apple’ 

‘what’ ‘aimlessly’ 

3.2.3 The Phoneme /w/ 

Consider the following data: 

 25) a. [WuN] ‘put’ 
b. [Wun] ‘banana’ 
c. [WuWuN] ‘heap’ 
d. [Wui] ‘snake’ 
e. [WuiWui] ‘worms’ 
f. [WuW´n] ‘hot’ 
g. [luW´n] ‘cry’ 

Later in this paper in section 5.1 Degemination, we will see that there are no non-suspect sequences of identical 
phonemes in the language. So in the above words what is [W]? If we interpret [W] as /u/, we will make an 
exception to the degemination rule. 

Now consider the following data: 

 26) a. [uÉi] ‘you’ 
b. [Wi] ‘tie’ 
c. [ten´W´Win´] ‘her sister’ 
d. [Wini] ‘dive’ 

In the above examples a-b, if we interpret [w] as [u], it would be impossible to predict if two high vowels would 
become a diphthong or follow the vocalic onset rule, and become consonantal.  

Compare the following data from Aalawa, the southern dialect of the Ramoaaina language, and the Molot 
dialect, which we are considering in this paper: 

 27)  Aalawa Molot  
a. [Bån´] [Wån´] ‘his mouth’ 
b. [tein´B´Bin´] [ten´W´Win´] ‘her sister’ 
c. [Båt] [Wåt] ‘stone’ 
d. [Bun] [Wun] ‘banana’ 
e. [diBåi] [diWåi] ‘tree’ 

In the above examples we can see that the Aalawa dialect has a fricative where the Molot dialect has an 
approximant. This is also true for other related languages, e.g. Kuanua (Tolai). 

Another interesting observation which may give support to the existence of a phoneme /w/ is that  in some 
words where we would postulate a /w/ in Ramoaaina, the Proto Oceanic forms have a /p/ or a /b/1. 

                                                           
1 This information is taken from “Proto Oceanic and the Austronesian Languages of Western Melanesia” by M.D. Ross. 
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 28)  Proto Oceanic Ramoaaina 
a. /piri/ /wiri/ ‘twist’ 
b. /pitu/ /witu/ ‘seven’ 
c. /påt/ /wåt/ ‘four’ 
d. /båtu/ /wåt/ ‘stone’ 
e. /bånua/ /w´nu´/ ‘settlement’ 

We are suggesting that there is a separate phoneme /w/. 

/w/  realized as [w] in all positions. 

The phoneme /u/, however, has several allophones, one of them being [w], as follows: 

/u/  realized as [u] interconsonantally, or word final or word initial when not followed by another non high   
 vowel. 

 realised as [w] followed by a non-high vowel 

 realised as [CW] labialisation of a preceding consonant when followed by a non-high vowel. 

This means that in certain positions there is a neutralisation of contrast between the two phonemes, as follows:  

 29)   /u/ /w/ 
a. [Wåt] /uåt/ /wåt/ ‘stone’ 
b. [åW´] /åu´/ /åw´/ ‘what’ 
c. [Weli´] /ueli´/ /weli´/ ‘wander’ 

  

It is not possible to distinguish between the two phonemes in the above examples. 

 

4. MORPHOPHONEMICS  

In this section we will discuss a few different morphophonemic processes.  

4.1 Degemination 

Consider the following data: 

  

 30)  ‘them’ ‘him’ 
a. [kul dJ´t] [kuli] ‘buy’ 
b. [um dJ´t] [umi] ‘hit’ 
c. [bu dJ´t] [bui] ‘tattoo’ 
d. [måri dJ´t] [måri] ‘love’ 
e. [wi dJ´t] [wi] ‘tie’ 

 31) a.     [p´]  ‘not’   +    [´N]  ‘I will’        [p´N]   ‘I will not’ 

                      b.    [tåN´]   ‘from’    +    [´wåi]   ‘where’        [tåN´wåi]   ‘from where’ 

                      c.    [don]   ‘leaf’    + [no] 2 ‘its’        [dono]   ‘its leaf’ 

In the above examples (30) we can identify the stems of the verbs and the morphemes [dJet] for ‘them’ and  [-i] 
for ‘him’. However, in examples d. and e. we can see that when the stem ends with the phoneme /i/, the two 
phonemes are degeminized. In examples (31) we can see the same process applying with different sets of 
morphemes and phonemes. When the two morphemes are put together, the two identical phonemes which come 
in contact with each other degeminize. This process of degemination applies to all phonemes, both vowels and 
consonants. There are no sequences of identical phonemes in the language, and there are no lengthened 
phonemes. 

                                                           
2 The base form is [n´]. In section 5.2. we will talk about vowel harmony. 
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We can postulate the following rule: 

Rule: Degemination (Deg) 

     SS    S 

   [ F]   [ F] 

Degemination Rule: When two identical segments occur together, they degeminize. 

4.2 Vowel Harmony with [o] 

Consider the following data: 

 32)  ‘our’ ‘his’ 
a. [m´tåmiåt] [m´tån´] ‘eye’ 
b. [k´kimiåt] [k´kin´] ‘leg’ 
c. [limåmiåt] [limån´] ‘arm’ 
d. [k´b´romiåt] [k´b´rono] ‘neck’ 
e. [niomiåt] [niono] ‘spirit’ 
f. [r´pr´bomiåt] [r´pr´bono] ‘chest’ 

As we can see from the second column in examples (32), the third person singular possessive suffix has [n´] 
and [-no] as alternates. The [o] alternate only occurs where the final vowel in the stem is [o]. If we take [-n´] as 
the base form, then we can postulate the following rule, that changes it to [-no] after another [o] in the stem: 

Rule: [o] Harmony  (oH) 

[o] (C) [´] #  1 2 1 

1 2 3      

[o] Harmony Rule: When [´] occurs in word final position and the preceding vowel is [o], the [´] harmonizes 
to [o]. 

Let’s look at a sample derivation: 

UR nio n´ k´b´ro n´ k´ki n´ 

oH nio no k´b´ro no -- 

SR [niono] [k´b´rono] [k´kin´] 

 ‘his spirit’ ‘his neck’ ‘his leg’ 

4.3 Elision of [´] 

Consider the following data: 

 33)  ‘completely’ ‘very’ 
a. [kin´lik råp] [kin´lik åkit] ‘little’ 
b. [m´wåt råp] [m´wåt åkit] ‘heavy’ 
c. [p´rere råp] [p´rere åkit] ‘wide’ 
d. [koin´ råp] [koin åkit] ‘good’ 
e. [Nål´ råp] [Nål åkit] ‘big’ 
f. [åk´ råp] [åk åkit] ‘bad’ 

  

In examples (33) a-c. we can see that when either [råp] ‘completely’ or [åkit] ‘very’ is added to these 
adjectives, the adjective remains unchanged. In examples d-f. we can see that the same is true for these 
adjectives when [råp] ‘completely’ is added to them. But, when [åkit] ‘very’ is added to them the final vowel 
[´] elides from the adjectives.  
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We can postulate the following rule: 

Rule: [´] Elision  (El) (Optional) 

[´]   / ____ [å] 

[´] Elision Rule: When [´] occurs word finally and the following word begins with [å], [´] elides. It must be 
noted that this rule is optional, and not always applied. It seems more likely to apply in rapid speech. If by 
applying this rule confusion in meaning could arise, it is not applied. For example, in [di´t ´ ålir] ‘they will 
drift’, [´] does not elide even though the conditions for applying this elision rule are met. If the rule were 
applied the resulting form would be [di´t ålir] ‘they drift/drifted’, and so confusion could arise. 

Let’s look at a sample derivation: 

UR koin´ åkit åk´ åkit kin´lik åkit 

El koin åkit åk åkit -- 

SR [koin åkit] [åk åkit] [kin´lik åkit] 

 ‘very good’ ‘very bad’ ‘very little’ 

4.4 Reduplication 

In this section we will be looking at the different reduplication patterns in the Ramoaaina language. 

4.4.1 CV reduplication 

Consider the following data: 

   transitive         intransitive  

 34) a. [kul]  [kukul] ‘buy’ 
b. [tun] [tutun] ‘cook’ 
c. [kil] [kikil] ‘dig’ 
d. [pin] [pipin] ‘fold’ 
e. [beron] [beberon] ‘dream’ 
 

In the above examples we can see that the process that makes transitive verbs intransitive is reduplication which 
prefixes a copy of the initial CV of a stem to the stem. 

We can see the process in this diagram3: 

   k u l  k u l  k u l  

               

C V + C V C  C V  + C V C [kukul]    ‘buy’ 

The reduplication is like a morpheme, but without specific phonemes assigned to it. Instead it is a CV pattern 
that borrows the specific phonemes from the stem. 

Now consider the following data: 

   transitive         intransitive 

 35) a. [påm] [p´påm] ‘work’ 
b. [bålu] [b´bålu] ‘repay’ 
c. [but´] [b´but´] ‘give birth’ 
d. [lo] [l´lo] ‘carry’ 

In the above data we can see that the vowel in the reduplicated CV is not identical with the vowel in the stem. 
We can explain this by referring to stress. In this reduplicating 

                                                           
3 We are following the model on reduplication from the article “Re Reduplication” by A. Marantz 
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Let’s look at the following diagram: 

   b u t ´  b ´ t ´  b u t ´  

   | | | |  | |    | | | |  

C V + C V C V  C V   + C V C V [b´but´] ‘give birth’ 

         |         

        [-stress] 

If we assign the feature [-stress] to the V in the reduplication prefix, we can account for the change of vowel. 
Compare with the following incorrect reduplication: 

 

   b u t ´ * b u t ´  b u t ´ 

   | | | |  | |    | | | | 

C V + C V C V  C V   + C V C V 

The above diagram ends up with *[»bubut´], instead of the correct form [b´»but´]. 

4.4.2 CVC reduplication 

Consider the following data: 

 36)  verb stem repeated action 
a. [t´bår´] [t´pt´bår´] ‘give’ 
b. [w´låm] [w´lw´låm] ‘tempt’ 
c. [tåNi] [tåNtåNi] ‘cry’ 
d. [weli´] [welweli´] ‘wander’ 
e. [åkur] [åkåkur] ‘tell story’ 
f. [itup] [ititup] ‘scoop’ 

 37)  adjective stem intensified adjective 
a. [k´båN] [k´pk´båN] ‘white’ 
b. [nåtin´] [nåtnåtin´] ‘small’ 
c. [n´mi´n] [n´mn´mi´n] ‘sweet’ 

In the above examples we can see another form of reduplication. The initial CVC is reduplicated in example 
(36) to show repeated action in a verb, and in example (37) to show intensification of an adjective. In example 
(36)a. and example (37)a. the a is devoiced, according to the neutralization of contrast rule discussed in section 
3.1.1. 

Let’s see how this works in the following example: 

 38) [tåNi]                  [tåNtåNi] 
    t å N i  t å N i  t å N i  
    | | | |  | | |   | | | |  

C V C + C V C V  C V C  + C V C V [tåNtåNi]  ‘cry’ 

 

 39) [åkur]                   [åkåkur] 

    å k u r   å k u r  å k u r  

    | | | |  | | |    | | | |  

C V C + V C V C  C V C   + V C V C [åkåkur]  ‘tell story’ 

As we can see in the above examples, the linking of the phonemes to the reduplication CVC skeleton begins 
with the leftmost phoneme and proceeds from left to right. In example (39) the leftmost phoneme is a V, so the 
linking begins with this V and proceeds to the right ignoring the initial C in the reduplication prefix.  

The reduplicated word follows the normal stress rules, and the stress may fall on the reduplication prefix. 
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Consider the following data: 

 40)  singular plural 
a. [tåmån] [tåmtåmån] ‘village/villages’ 
b. [rum´] [rumrum´] ‘house/houses’ 
c. [n´tun´] [n´tn´tun´] ‘his child/children’ 
d. [t´mån´] [t´mt´mån´] ‘his father/fathers’ 
e. [dono] [dondono] ‘its leaf/leaves’ 

In the above examples we can see that some nouns have a plural form that is formed by the same type of 
reduplication as repeated action verbs, namely a reduplication of the initial CVC of the stem. In fact we can say 
that the language views plural in nouns and repeated action in verbs as being similar in meaning; both showing 
some kind of plurality. 

In examples c., d., and e. the nouns have a third person singular possessive marker suffixed to the stem. The 
suffix is  [-n´], but in example e. it has become [-o], because of degemination of the two m’s, and vowel 
harmony. See 5.1 and 5.2. 

Now consider the following data: 

 41)  singular plural 
a. [nån´] [n´nån´] ‘his mother/mothers’ 
b. [t´in´] [t´t´in´] ‘his brother/brothers’ 

In the above data we find words that semantically are similar to the words in the previous examples, but the 
reduplication patterns are different. Both of the above examples have the third person singular possessive suffix, 
so we can see that the stem of the two words are [nå-]and [t´i-]. Stems with only a CV, cannot be reduplicated 
according to the CVC pattern, so they are instead reduplicated according to the CV pattern. And according to 
the CV reduplication the reduplicated CV syllable is weakened so as not to attract stress, see examples (35) in 
5.4.1. 

We can see it in the following example: 

  

 42) [nå-]           [n´»nå-] ‘mother/mothers’ 

            

   n å  n ´  n å  
   | |  | |  | |  

C V
| 

+ C V  C V
| 

+ C V [n´nå-]  ‘mothers’ 

  [-stress]                              [-stress] 

If we tried to reduplicate it according to the CVC pattern we would get the following *example: 

*    n å  n å   n å  
    | |  | | |  | |  

C V C + C V  C V C + C V *[nånå-] 

In the above example we can see that there is nothing to fill the last C node in the CVC skeleton, and we end up 
with the incorrect form *nånå. 

The CVC reduplication pattern can also be applied to other word classes. In the following example we can see 
that it’s used for intensifying adjectives. 

 43) [k´båN] ‘white’ [k´pk´båN] ‘very white’ 

4.4.3 Whole word reduplication 

We will consider whole word reduplication as a kind of reduplication, even though it is different in as much as 
you cannot see a CV skeleton. 
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Consider the following data: 

 44) a. [bu´] ‘boil (intrans)’ [bu´bu´] ‘keep boiling’ 
b. [bår´] ‘shine (intrans)’ [bår´bår´] ‘keep shining’ 
c. [kele] ‘sing (trans)’ [kelekele] ‘song, sing (intrans)’ 
d. [Nål´] ‘big’ [Nål´Nål´] ‘very big’ 
e. [tubu] ‘fat’ [tubutubu] ‘very fat’ 

In the above examples we can see a third type of reduplication, which copies the whole word. This group is not 
as easily defined semantically. In some of the above examples, the reduplication signals continuous action, and 
in some it is intensifying an adjective. In example c. the reduplication signals both intransitivity and 
nominalization.  

There are also some words which only occur in their reduplicated form, see the following data: 

 45)  verbs 
a. [låN´låN´] ‘free’ 
b. [bån´bån´] ‘light, not heavy’ 
c. [NoroNoro] ‘out of breath’ 
d. [loNloN] ‘crazy’ 

 46)  nouns 
a. [korokoro] ‘gravel’ 
b. [nåNnåN] ‘star,stars’ 
c. [bitbit] ‘wart,warts’ 

In the above examples we can see that the verbs that are permanently reduplicated are intransitive, and the 
nouns are mass nouns. 

Consider the following data: 

 47)  verb continous action 
a. [nuk] [nuknuk] ‘think’ 
b. [tun] [tuntun] ‘cook’ 
c. [påm] [påmpåm] ‘hold, make’ 

 48)  singular  plural, mass 
a. [wåt] ‘rock’ [wåtwåt] ‘rocks, rocky’ 
b. [buN] ‘day’ [buNbuN] ‘days’ 

In the above examples it is ambiguous as to whether these are CVC reduplications, or whole word 
reduplication. As the semanic categories overlap, these words might even belong to both categories. 

Compare the following examples: 

 49) a. [wåt] ‘rock’ [wåtwåt] ‘rocks, rocky’ 
b. [polo] ‘a liquid’ [polopolo] ‘wet, full of liquid’ 
c. [rum´] ‘house’ [rumrum´] ‘houses’ 

We can see that nouns can be pluralized by both CVC reduplication (see 5.4.2) and whole word reduplication.  
These three reduplicated words are very similar semantically; all three can be used about an area that is full of 
something, i.e. full of rocks, full of water or puddles, or full of houses. 

4.5 The Nominalizing prefix 

Let us consider the nominalizing affix hm- in Ramoaaina verbs. 

Consider the following data: 

 50)  intransitive verb  noun 
a. [olo] ‘enter’ [inolo] ‘entrance’ 
b. [itup] ‘fetch water’ [initup] ‘water fetching’ 
c. [inep] ‘sleep’ [ininep] ‘a sleep’ 

In the above examples we can see that verbs can be nominalized by prefixing hm- to the intransitive verb. 
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Now consider the following data: 

 51)  intransitive verb  noun 
a. [p´påm] ‘work’ [pin´påm] ‘a work’ 
b. [b´but´] ‘give birth’ [bin´but´] ‘a birth’ 
c. [k´bur] ‘play’ [kin´bur] ‘a game, playing’ 

 In the above examples we can see that the prefix hm- becomes an infix -hm- preceding consonants. From 
example (50) we can see that the prefix hm- remains unchanged preceding a vowel. We can postulate a tentative 
rule: 

 

    [in] +   C  2 1 

      1      2  

Rule: The nominalizing prefix hm- becomes the infix -hm- preceding a consonant. 

Now consider the following data:  

 52)  intransitive verb  noun 
a. [lågår] ‘dance’ [nilågår] ‘dance’ 
b. [luluk] ‘read’ [niluluk] ‘reading’ 
c. [ruk] ‘enter’ [niruk] ‘entrance’ 
d. [r´riu] ‘wash’ [nir´riu] ‘bath’ 

In the above examples we can see that the nominalizing prefix has metathesized preceding liquid consonants. 
We can see that the nominalizing prefix can behave in three ways, it remains as the prefix hm- preceding vowels, 
it metathesizes to mh- preceding liquid consonants (i.e. k and q), and it becomes an infix -hm- preceding other 
consonants. 

We can postulate the following rules: 

Rule: Nominalizer Infixation  (Inf) 

[in] +    C  2 1 

  [-liquid]  

  1      2  

Nominalizer Infixation Rule: The nominalizing prefix hm- becomes the infix -hm- preceding a non-liquid 
consonant, by switching  place with the initial consonant. 

 

Rule: Nominalizer Metathesis  (Met) 

[ i n ]  2 1 / ___ C 

  1 2      [+liquid] 

Nominalizer Metathesis Rule: The nominalizing prefix hm- metathesizes to mh- preceding a liquid 
consonant. 

In considering the various phonetic realizations of the nominalizing prefix, it seems natural that the prefix hm- 
becomes an infix -hm- to maintain the prefered CV syllable pattern. However it is not as easy to see why verbs 
beginning with liquid consonants do not follow the same pattern. In this regard it is interesting to note that in 
Kuanua (Tolai), a related language, the metathesized form is used preceding vowels and nasals as well as 
liquids. If we think of vowels, nasals and liquids as a continuum, the Ramoaaina language has just chosen part 
of this group to use the metathesized form. 
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Let’s look at some derivations: 

UR in + lågår in + ruk in + k´bur in + p´påm in + olo 

Inf -- -- k in ´bur p in ´påm -- 

Met ni  lågår ni ruk -- -- -- 

SR [nilågår] [niruk] [kin´bur] [pin´påm] [inolo] 

 ‘dance’ ‘entrance’ ‘playing’ ‘work’ ‘entrance’ 

Now consider the following data:  

 53)  verb  noun 
a. [tun] ‘cook’ [tunutun] ‘cooking’ 
b. [burut] ‘fear’ [bunurut] ‘fear’ 
c. [kukul] ‘buy’ [kunukul] ‘buying’ 
d. [ulu] ‘torch’ [unulu] ‘torching’ 
e. [luluk] ‘read’ [niluluk] ‘reading’ 
f. [ruk] ‘enter’ [niruk] ‘entrance’ 

In examples (Error! Bookmark not defined.) a-d the h of the nominalizing affix becomes t when all the other 
vowels in the word are t. However, in examples e-f the h remains unchanged, even though all the other vowels 
in the words are t. If we compare this data with the above rules for the nominalizing affix, we can see that it is 
when the affix has metathesized that this vowel change from h to t does not take place. We can postulate the 
following rule: 

Rule: Vowel Harmony  (VH) 

     i          u       i       u 

       = 

(C)VCVCV(C)                   (C)VCVCV(C) 

                               

        n          n 

Vowel Harmony Rule: The h of the nominalizing prefix hm- or the infix -hm- harmonizes to t if all the other 
vowels in the word are t. 

As noted above, the vowel harmonizing does not apply to the metathesized form, so we will need to order the 
rules to make sure that the vowel harmony rule is applied after the metathesis rule.  

We can demonstrate this in the following derivation: 

UR in tutun in ulu in luluk 

Inf t in utun -- -- 

Met -- -- ni luluk 

VH t un utun un ulu -- 

SR [tunutun] [unulu] [niluluk] 

 ‘cooking’ ‘torching’ ‘reading’ 

If we do not order the rules so that the vowel harmony rule applies after the other two rules, incorrect forms 
would be formed, e.g *[unluluk] instead of [niluluk]. 
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We can see this in the following incorrect derivation: 

UR in luluk in tutun 

VH un luluk un tutun 

Inf -- -- 

Met -- -- 

SR *[unluluk] *[untutun] 
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6. APPENDICES 

6.1 Appendix A 

Description of  Consonants 

Voiceless Plosives 

/p/  [p]  voiceless unaspirated bilabial plosive 

 54) /påm/ [påm] ‘hold’ 
/råpu/ [råpu] ‘hit’ 

  /åmpul´/ [åmpul´] ‘conjunctivitis’ 

  [p|]  voiceless unreleased bilabial plosive 

 55) /råp/ [råp|] ‘all’ 

  /r´pr´boN/ [r´p|r´boN] ‘my chest’ 

/t/  [t]   voiceless unaspirated alveolar plosive 

 56) /tåmån/ [tåmån] ‘village’ 
/måt´/ [måt´] ‘cave’ 

  /gåmtåil/ [gåmtåil] ‘boil in armpit’ 

  [t|]  voiceless unreleased alveolar plosive 

 57) /nånut/ [nånut|] ‘louse’ 

  /petpet/ [pet|pet|] ‘parasitic plant’ 

/k/  [k]  voiceless unaspirated velar plosive 

 58) /kul/ [kul] ‘buy’ 
/åk´/ [åk´] ‘bad’ 

  /kurkur/ [kurkur] ‘rubbish’ 

  [k|]  voiceless unreleased velar plosive 

 59) /ruk/ [ruk|] ‘enter’ 

  /dekdek/ [dek|dek|] ‘strong’ 

Voiced Plosives 

/b/  [b]  voiced bilabial plosive 

 60) /båt´/ [båt´] ‘rain’ 
/k´bin´/ [k´bin´] ‘source’ 

  /boNboN/ [boNboN] ‘lid’ 

/d/  [d]  voiced alveolar plosive 

 61) /dumån´/ [dumån´] ‘forget’ 
/k´del/ [k´del] ‘happy’ 

  /durdur/ [durdur] ‘dirty’
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/g/  [g]  voiced velar plosive 

 62) /går/ [går] ‘spit’ 
/åg´/ [åg´] ‘canoe’ 

  /gotgot/ [got|got|] ‘hurriedly’ 

Fricatives 

/s/  [s]  voiceless grooved alvoeolar fricative 

 63) /sop/ [sop|] ‘soap’ 
/s´sop/ [s´sop|] ‘wash clothes with soap’ 
/bålus/ [bålus] ‘aeroplane’ 

Trills 

/r/  [r]  voiced alveolar trill 

 64) /rum´/ [rum´] ‘house’ 
/irok/ [irok|] ‘jump’ 
/mur/ [mur] ‘you’ 
/pirpir/ [pirpir] ‘speak’ 
/r´pr´boN/ [r´p|r´boN] ‘my chest’ 

Laterals 

/l/  [l]  voiced alveolar lateral fricative 

 65) /lu/ [lu] ‘chase’ 
/buluN/ [buluN] ‘another’ 
/kul/ [kul] ‘buy’ 
/b´lb´låt/ [b´lb´låt|] ‘shut’ 
/l´kl´gon/ [l´k|l´gon] ‘unsettled’ 

Nasals 

/m/  [m]  voiced bilabial nasal 

 66) /mi/ [mi] ‘this’ 
/m´må/ [m´må] ‘chew betel nut’ 
/um/ [um] ‘hit’ 

  /rimrim/ [rimrim] ‘sprinkle’ 
/måkmågon/ [måk|mågon] ‘sweat’ 

/n/  [n]  voiced alveolar nasal 

 67) /nåt/ [nåt|] ‘child’ 
/kono/ [kono] ‘pull down with a stick’ 
/tun/ [tun] ‘cook’ 

  /kånkån/ [kånkån] ‘angry’ 
/nuknuk/ [nuk|nuk|] ‘ponder’ 

/N/  [N]  voiced velar nasal 

 68) /No/ [No] ‘rest’ 
/koNo/ [koNo] ‘cough’ 
/båN/ [båN] ‘my bed’ 

  /doNdoN/ [doNdoN] ‘deep’ 
/NirNirono/ [NirNirono] ‘his nose’ 
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Approximants 

/w/  [w]  voiced labio-velar approximant 

 69) /wåt/ [wåt|] ‘rock’ 
/kåwi/ [kåwi] ‘tongs’ 

Description of Vowels 

Front Vowels 

/i/  [i]  voiced close front unrounded vowel 

 70) /pikå/ [pikå] ‘bird’ 
/ib´/ [ib´] ‘lacking’ 

/e/  [e]  voiced mid front unrounded vowel 

 71) /k´del/ [k´del] ‘happy’ 
/ebe/ [ebe] ‘scoop’ 

/´/  [´]  voiced mid central unrounded vowel 

 72) /k´bur/ [k´bur] ‘play’ 
/´N/ [´N] ‘I will’ 

/å/  [å]  voiced open central unrounded vowel 

 73) /bår/ [bår] ‘bark’ 
/åk´/ [åk´] ‘bad’ 

/u/  [u]  voiced close back rounded vowel 

 74) /puku/ [puku] ‘turn’ 
/uN/ [uN] ‘put’ 

/o/  [o]  voiced mid back rounded vowel 

 75) /n´Nono/ [n´Nono] ‘laugh at’ 
/ogo/ [ogo] ‘beat’ 

Contrast of  Consonants 

Bilabial 

 76)  word initial 
a. [påt|] ‘forth’ 
b. [båt|] ‘seek’ 
c. [måt|] ‘die’ 
d. [wåt|] ‘stone’ 

 77)  intervocalic 
a. [kåp´] ‘clear’ 
b. [kåbe] ‘beard’ 
c. [kåw´] ‘ant’ 
d. [kupi] ‘so that’ 
e. [kumi] ‘this’ 
f. [l´bå] ‘uncle’ 
g. [l´må] ‘coconut’ 
h. [nåb´] ‘dancing item’ 
i. [nåmu] ‘mosquito’ 
j. [nåw´] ‘clam shell’ 

 78)  word final 
a. [påp|] ‘dog’ 
b. [påm] ‘hold’ 
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 79)  word medial predecing a consonant 
a. [t´pt´buN] ‘my grandparents’ 
b. [påmt´gon] ‘prepare’ 

 80)  word medial following a consonant 
a. [pilpil] ‘finger nail’ 
b. [bilbiliN] ‘slow’ 
c. [m´lm´lili] ‘dizzy’ 
d. [wilwil] ‘bicycle’ 
e. [w´lw´loN] ‘stealing’ 

Alveolar 

 81)  word initial 
a. [tuk|] ‘until’ 
b. [duk|] ‘maybe’ 
c. [nuk|] ‘think’ 
d. [luk|] ‘count’ 
e. [ruk|] ‘enter’ 

 82)  intervocalic 
a. [koto] ‘firmly’ 
b. [godo] ‘shell’ 
c. [kono] ‘pull down with a stick’ 
d. [korokoro] ‘pieces of coral’ 
e. [kolo] ‘space’ 

 83)  word final 
a. [måt|] ‘die’ 
b. [mån] ‘bandicoot’ 
c. [mål] ‘clean’ 
d. [mår] ‘hundred’ 

 84)  word medial preceding a consonant 
a. [pet|pet|] ‘parasitic plant’ 
b. [pinpin] ‘roll’ 
c. [pilpil] ‘finger nail’ 
d. [pirpir] ‘speak’ 

 85)  word medial following a consonant 
a. [gåmtåil] ‘boil’ 
b. [k´mdå] ‘carpenter’ 
c. [nemnem] ‘desire’ 
d. [temlik|] ‘your brother’ 
e. [rimrim] ‘sprinkle’ 

Velar 

 86)  word initial 
a. [ko] ‘grasshopper’ 
b. [go] ‘stab’ 
c. [No] ‘rest’ 

 87)  intervocalic 
a. [mukål] ‘leaning’ 
b. [mug´] ‘lead’ 
c. [muN´] ‘dumb’ 

 88)  word medial preceding a consonant 
a. [pokpoko] ‘cutting’ 
b. [poNpoNo] ‘exploding’ 
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 89)  word medial following a consonant 
a. [kot|kot|] ‘raven’ 
b. [got|got|] ‘hurry’ 
c. [Nåt|Nåt|] ‘sandflies’ 

 90)  word final 
a. [buk|] ‘boil’ 
b. [buN] ‘day’ 

Contrast of Vowels 

 91)  interconsonantal 
a. [låN] ‘fly’ 
b. [liN] ‘thing’ 
c. [luN] ‘smell’ 
d. [loN] ‘enclosure’ 
e. [leNbå] ‘deaf’        

  f. [piri] ‘say it’ 
g. [p´ri] ‘exit’ 
h. [påri] ‘slap it’ 
i. [puri] ‘cook it in coconut milk’ 
j. [b´ne] ‘down there’ 
k. [bene] ‘net’ 

 92)  word initial 
a. [iN] ‘inject’ 
b. [uN] ‘put’ 
c. [´N] ‘first person singular irrealis’ 
d. [oN] ‘throw’ 
e. [åbe] ‘catch’ 
f. [ebe] ‘scoop’ 
g. [ib´] ‘lacking’ 
h. [ub´] ‘grate’
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6.2 Appendix B 

Summary of Rules 

1. Plosive neutralization of contrast (Neut) (See 3.1.1) 

2. Stress assignment (Str) (See 4.1.1) 

3. Diphthongization (Dip) (See 4.2.1) 

4. Vocalic onset (VOn) (See 4.2.1) 

5. Palatalization and Labialization (PalLab) (See 4.2.2) 

6. Degemination (Deg) (See 5.1) 

7. [o] Harmony (oH) (See 5.2) 

8. [´] Elision (El) (See 5.3) 

9. CV Reduplication (See 5.4.1) 

10. CVC Reduplication (See 5.4.2) 

11. Whole word reduplication (See 5.4.3) 

12. Nominalizer infixation (Inf) (See 5.5) 

13. Nominalizer metathesis (Met) (See 5.5) 

14. Vowel harmony (VH) (See 5.5) 
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6.3 Appendix C 

Map 1: The Duke of York Islands, East New Britain, Papua New Guinea 

 


